I. INTRODUCTION
Coherent states of a simple harmonic oscillator [1] have considerable applications in the study of quantum optics. Recently another type of coherent states, nonlinear coherent states (NLCSs) [2, 3] as well as their superpositions [4] , have been introduced and studied. The so-called nonlinear coherent states are defined as the right-hand eigenstates of the product of the boson annihilation operator a and a non-constant function of number operatorN = a † a,
where f (N) is an operator-valued function of the number operator and α is a complex eigenvalue. The ordinary coherent states |α are recovered for the special choice of f (N) = 1. A class of NLCSs can be realized physically as the stationary states of the center-of-mass motion of a trapped ion [2] . These NLCSs exhibit various non-classical features like squeezing and self-splitting. The notion of the NLCS was generalized to the two-photon NLCS [5] . One two-photon NLCS is the squeezed vacuum state and another is squeezed first Fock state [5, 6] . We want to generalize the notion of the NLCS to two-mode case in this paper.
In a previous paper [7] , we have given an exponential form of one-mode NLCS |α, f and proved that photon-added one-mode NLCSs are still NLCSs. In analogy to the defination of the one-mode NLCS, the two-mode nonlinear coherent state(TMNLCS) is defined as
where a and b are boson annihilation operators; f (N a ,N b ) is the function of the
q is the photon number difference between two modes of the field. In section II, we give the expansion and exponential form of the TMNLCS. In section III and IV, we discuss the photon-added TMNLCS and photon-subtracted TMNLCS. Section V introduces the parity pair coherent states and parity two-mode Perelomov cohernet states as interesting examples of the TMNLCSs.
A conclusion is given in section VI.
II. EXPANSION AND EXPONENTIAL FORM OF THE TMNLCS.
We next determine the solution to the eigenvalue equation (Eq. (2)). The TMNLCS has the form
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2), we find the recursion relation among the coefficients
Thus the expansion of the TMNLCS is obtained as
Here g(N a ,N b ) is an arbitrary function ofN a andN b . Then using Eq. (7) with
the state |α, f, q is finally written in the exponential form
Here, C 0 can be determined as
In fact, by direct verification, we have
From the above commutaion relations and the definition of the TMNLCS, we can also obtain the exponential form of the TMNLCS. Next we want to give some examples of the TMNLCS.
The pair coherent state is an important correlated two-mode field. It is defined as [8] ab|ζ, q = ζ|ζ, q ,
which is the state |α, f, q with f (N a ,N b ) ≡ 1. Then from Eq. (2), (9) and (12), the exponential form of the pair coherent state is
up to a normalization constant.
Another important correlated two-mode field is the two-mode Perelomov coherent state, which is defined as [9] |ξ, q = exp(ξa
We find that the state |ξ, q satisfies the equation [6] 2
which shows that two-mode Perelomov coherent states are TMNLCSs with the nonlinear function 2/(N a +N b + q + 2). In the subspace F q ≡span{|n + q, n |n = 0, 1, 2...} of the two-mode Fock space, Eq.(15) can be simplified as
up to a normalization constant. Actually using the well-known identity 
III. PHOTON-ADDED TMNLCS
The photon-added quantum states were first introduced by Agarwal and Tara [11] as photon-added coherent states. Sivakumar found that the photon-added coherent states are NLCSs [12] . As a generalization of his work, we have given a more general result that the photon-added NLCSs are still NLCSs [7] .
In this section, we consider the photon-added TMNLCS which is defined as
Multiplying both sides of Eq.(2) by a †m b †n from the left yields
By the fact
Eq.(20) can be written as
Multiplying the both sides of the above equation by ab from the left, we get
Now we replace m − 1(n − 1) by m(n) and multiply the both sides of Eq. (24) Lu and Guo studied the nonclassical properties of the photon-added pair coherent states [13] . As seen from the defination of pair coherent state and Eq.(25), we conclude that the photon-added pair coherent states are TMNLCSs with the nonlinear function
The photon-added two-mode Perelomov's coherent states [14] are introduced and studied. From Eq. (16) and (25) 
IV. PHOTON-SUBTRACTED TMNLCS
By analogy to the defination of photon-added TMNLCS, the photon-subtracted TMNLCS is defined as
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2) by a m b n from the left yields
Using the identity
we obtain 
V. PARITY PAIR COHERENT STATES
By analogy to the defination in the references [15, 16] , we define the parity operator Π in the subspace F q as
Now we solve the eigenvalue equation
and call the state |ζ, q Π the parity pair coherent state following the term of the parity harmonic oscillator coherent state [15] . Comparing Eq. (2) and Eq.(31), we know that the parity pair coherent state is a TMNLCS with the nonlinear function (−1)N b .
From Eq. (6) and (31), the expansion of the parity pair coherent state is easily obtained as
The state |ζ, q Π can be rewritten as
which is a superposition of two pair coherent states with phase difference π. The form of this parity coherent states is similar to that of the parity harmonic oscillator coherent states [15, 17] .
The parity pair coherent state can be genearated in the nonlinear Kerr medium.
The Hamiltonian describing the Kerr medium is [18, 19] 
where ω is the frequency of mode b, and the parameter γ is proportional to the thirdorder nonlinear susceptibility χ 3 . The evolution operator in the interaction picture is
We assume the intial state is pair coherent state and let γt = π, then the final state is just the parity pair coherent state (Eq.(32))
Analogously we can define the parity two-mode Perelomov coherent states as the TMNLCSs with the nonlinear function (−1)N b /(N a + 1) and the state can be written
which is the superposition of two two-photon Perelomov cohererent states. Similarly the parity two-mode Perelomov coherent states can be generated in the Kerr medium.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have introduced the two-mode nonlinear coherent states. The 
